MYVEHICLE
SMARTPHONE APP
Why MyVehicle App?
MyVehicle App from Jaama is an award-winning
smartphone app for the fleet industry that not only
makes life simpler for drivers but also provides
centralised real-time visibility for fleet managers.
Jaama’s MyVehicle App complements the Key2 system
to reduce administration, information uploaded through
the app automatically updates the related asset record in
Key2 without manual intervention.
MyVehicle App is available from the App Store and can
be deployed to both Android and iOS devices.

Fleet Managers
Manage the fleet of vehicles and drivers without leaving your desk and without the requirement of remote workers
making unnecessary trips to the office.

Contract Hire and Leasing Companies
Adding value to the service and tools you provide to your customers will help you stand out in the marketplace.
Configure to your own brand and offer to your customers to enhance your service.

Plant Hire Companies
You need to ensure your assets are maintained in a compliant and timely manner to reduce downtime and optimise
worth. MyVehicle App ensures you keep on top of your asset compliance and maintenance.

Paperless Vehicle Checks
Daily walk-around vehicle checks have never been easier as defects are reported directly within the app.


Real time defect and nil defect reporting can ensure maintenance and defect rectifications are dealt with immediately which
minimises costly downtime



Photos of defects can be uploaded to ensure that the rectification requirements are fully understood early on in the process



Configurable vehicle and asset checklists ensures the applicable items are being checked based upon the asset type



Full audit trail of defect reporting ensures tight control on compliance management



Remove paper checklists which are both expensive and inefficient
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Accident Reporting
When incidents happen, it’s essential to capture vital information
at the scene.


MyVehicle App has a step-by-step process to prompt the
driver to report the essential details



Information uploaded automatically creates an accident
record in Key2 and alerts the necessary people within your
organisation



Photos from the scene can be uploaded through the app and
automatically stored within the related accident record

Quick and Easy Access
Instant access to vehicle and contact information at your
fingertips.


Essential information on allocated vehicles
and assets



Full vehicle defect history in the event of
roadside checks



View company fleet policy



Dial emergency contacts directly from the app including
breakdown recovery



Notifications of impending MOT and service dates promotes
driver awareness about their vehicle

Update Vehicle Mileage Reading On-the-Go


Enforce mandatory odometer readings as part of drivers’
vehicle check to ensure data within Key2 is as up to date as
possible



Recorded odometer readings automatically update the
vehicle records within Key2

No Connection? No Problem!
Designed to work even when offline, MyVehicle App will instantly upload information to Key2 as soon as a connection becomes available.

Switching software supplier or procuring a new system has never been easier
For further information on why Jaama is the industry’s benchmark for quality and innovation and is recognised
as the most advanced software supplier in the market, and to arrange a demonstration of our software, please
contact us today.

 0844 8484 333

 enquiries@jaama.co.uk

www.jaama.co.uk

